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A Note on the Impulse-Function Determination of 
Functional Probability-Density Functions 
GEORGE C. SPONSLER 
Office of Naval  Research, London Branch Office, London, W.  1 
A theorem is proved which states that the probability-density function, W(2), 
for a particular value, ~, of a real function, z, of a set of n real random variables, 
x~ , of known joint-density function, W~(xl , . . .  , x,~), is given by the expectation 
value of the impulse function of argument (z - ~), assuming the former density 
function exists. Thus, in the case of continuous variables, 
/if_ W(~) = g{~(z  - ~)} = ~(z  - ~)Wdxl, . . . ,  x~) ~lx~ , i=1 Qo 
where z = z (x l ,  . . .  , x~). In evaluation, the actual limits for all but the first inte- 
gration are determined in the conventional multiple-integral f shion by the sur- 
face z -2  -- 0 in the hyperspace of the x,. after the first variable of integration 
has been eliminated. The relation of this theorem to certain "folk-theorems" is 
noted. Two practical applications and a proof of the stochastic-variable super- 
position theorem are presented as examples of the use of the proven theorem. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
6(z - ~) Impulse function of argu- P~.(2) Cumulat ive distr ibut ion 
ment  (z - ~) of z 
g( ) Expectat ion value W~ Joint probabi l i ty density 
F~(u) Characteristic funct ion funct ion 
of z W(~)  Probabi l i ty  density func- 
H(z ;  ~) One minus step funct ion t ion of z 
of argument (z -- ~) x~ Random variables 
f l  z Random variable func- Repeated product and 
¢=1 tion of x~ 
mult iple integrat ion ~ Part icular value of z 
INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental and recurrent problem in the theory of probability 
and its applications, particuarily in communications theory, is the deter- 
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mination of the probability-density function of a function of a set of 
statistically dependent or independent random variables. Such deter- 
mination is usually affected by differentiation of a (multiple) integral 
expression for the corresponding cumulative probability distribution, 
the limits of which involve the functional dependence specified by the 
particular problem. This method represents what might be called the 
classical solution. 
There is another method embodied in what might be termed a "folk- 
theorem" as it has been employed by a number of men in various par- 
ticular applications without precise statement or credit. This latter 
method involves the use of an impulse or Dirac delta function which, 
in a maimer of speaking, sorts out those permissible values of the inde- 
pendent variables which together satisfy the particular functional de- 
pendence specified by the problem. Inspection of such applications shows 
that they are all particularizations of what would appear to be a funda- 
mental theorem which can most concisely be stated in terms of the 
expectation value of an impulse function of functional argument. 
THEORY 
Specifically, the theorem states that "the probability density func- 
tion, W(~), for a particular value, ~, of a real function, z, of a set of n 
real random variables, (xl, . . .  , x~), of known joint-density function, 
W~(x~, . . .  , x,),  is given by the expectation value of the impulse func- 
tion, 8, of argument (z - ~)." 
The proof of this theorem is most simply accomplished in a manner 
suggested by D. G. Kendall (1957). 
Define a function H(z; ~) such that 
t t (z ;  ~) - 
if z<_~ 
Thus H(z; ~) is seen to equal the quantity one minus the unit step func- 
tion of argument (z -- ~). 
Then, denoting the expectation value of 5, and probability by pr, 
a{H(z; ~)} = pr  {z (x~, . . . , x , )  < ~} 
= P,(~), 
where P~(~) is the cumulative distribution function for z. If we know (or 
assume) that the z distribution has a density function, W(~), then it is 
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certainly given by 
d ~{~/(z;~)}. (1) 
W(~) -- c~ 
As the expectation operation is taken over z, we may take the differ- 
entiation operation inside the curly brackets. Then, although classically 
we cannot differentiate H(z; ~), in terms of the operational calculus Eq. 
(1) becomes 
W(~) = ~{~(z - ~)}, Q.E.D. (2) 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
In terms of discrete variables, Eq. (2) would be written 
w(~) = ~ ~(z - ~)W~(x~, z i ,  x~, . . . ,  z~), 
i ,  i ,  k , .  •., n 
i.e., as a multiple sum over the ranges of values of all the variables, xl, 
etc. 
Of more interest is the corresponding expression for the case of con- 
tinuous variables, in which case Eq. (2) becomes 
W(~) = ~(z - ~)W~(xl,  . . . ,  x~) dx~, (3) 
where the continued product sign indicates multiple integration over the 
n variables, xl. 
Extension of the theorem to the determination of the joint-density 
function of a set of M statistically independent functions, zj(xO, is 
obvious; it is only necessary to replace the single impulse function in (2) 
by the product of the M impulse functions, ~(z~. - ~j.). 
If it is actually desired to evaluate the integrals, a word must be said 
about the limits in (3), denoted as plus and minus infinity, which are to 
a certain extent symbolic. For all but the first integration the actual 
limits are determined by the argument of the impulse function, ~(z - ~), 
which restricts the random variables to those values which satisfy the 
equation z - ~ = 0 after the first variable of integration has been elim- 
inated from the equation. Stated another way, after the first integration 
the ranges of the remaining x~ are bounded by the surface z - ~ = 0 in 
the hyperspaee of the random variables, with the first variable of inte- 
gration eliminated from the function z. This first integration, taken 
between infinite limits, removes the impulse function itself from the sub- 
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sequent integrations; the particular variable over which this first integra- 
tion is taken is entirely arbitrary. The subsequent limits are determined 
in the conventional manner employed in the multiple integral deter- 
mination of the volume in hyperspace l;ounded by the surface z - 2 = 0. 
The procedure involved is made more apparent when Eq. (3) is written 
in the form (5) presented further on. 
A familiar form of (3) is obtained by letting 
~(z - ~) = (~)  f+~exp [iu(z - e)] du; 
in which case Eq. (3) may be represented by a pair of integral equations, 
W(2) = (1 )  ff_: F~(u) exp (-iu2) du 
(4) 
= 1I l wo(xl, . . . ,   , )exp (iuz) 
i=1  
where again z = z (x~,  . . .  , x , ) .  We observe from the first of equations 
(4) that W(~) and F~(u) are a Fourier transform pair; equivalently, 
F /u)  is the characteristic function of z. We have thus derived the 
theorem which states that the characteristic function of a function of a 
set of random variables of known joint-density function is given by the 
second of the equations (4). 
The theorem in the form (4) will be recognized as an extension to sta- 
tistically dependent variables of the Markov method for the solution of 
the problem of random flight.s as, for example, employed by S. Chan- 
drasekhar [1943, Eqs. (55) and (56)]. 
If W~(x~,  . . .  , x~) is defined to be unity in the intervals 0 -_ x¢ _<- 1 
and zero elsewhere, Eq. (4) is also employed by Bertaut (1955c) in his 
statistical determination f crystal structures. With the same definition 
of W~(x l ,  . . .  , x~) he also states the impulse function theorem in the 
form (3) (Bertaut, 1955a). 
Elsewhere Bertaut (1955b, d) remarked on the possibility of generaliz- 
ing his theorem into the form (3). A communication f his on the use of 
the theorem in the form (3) in crystallography was accepted by the 
Montreal Convention, July 1957. 
EXAMPLES 
The first step in evaluating (3) in practical calculations i  to solve the 
equation z = z (x~,  . . .  , x~) for one variable, say x~, in terms of z and 
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the others, giving 
xk = g(x~, . . .  , xk_~, xk+l, " "  , x~,  z). 
Then considering all variables but xk and z as constant, we set dxk = 
(Og/Oz) dz in (3) giving 
w(~) -- ~(z - ~)w~(x~, • • • ,  xk -~,  Xk+~,  • • • ,  X~,  g )  
• O--gdzdx~, i # I~ 
Oz 
(5) 
where g = g(x~k,  z), and the limits for the integration over z are cor- 
respondingly adjusted. After the integration over z has eliminated the 
impulse function, the remaining integrMs are taken between limits 
determined, as described previously, by z - ~ = 0. This equation, with 
xk eliminated as specified, reduces to g(x~#k, ~) = O, which is the equa- 
tion of the bounding surface in the hyperspace of the remaining x~#~. 
IDEAL OBSERVER INTEGRATION 
Although not explicitly stated, the impulse theorem in the form (3) 
is employed by Lawson and Uhlenbeek (1950) in a number of applica- 
tions involving the determination of the probability-density function 
of a function of a set of statistically independent random variables. For 
example, in their discussion of the "ideal observer" they evaluate an 
equation identical with equation (3) for the case of such variables 
[Lawson and Uhlenbeck, 1950, p. 172, Eq. (55)]: 
R(q) = rl exp ( - r i2 /2W)  ~ ~ r~ 2 - q dri .  
4=1 W i~l 
In the notation of (3), 
z =N rT, e = q, W~ = I I r iexp(  ) 
i=1 ~=x w ' 
x~ = r~, and R(q) = W($).  After the first integration over one variable, 
say rk, has removed the delta function, the remaining upper limits of 
integration, in order, become 
- r , ,  . . . ,  - 
i r k  
The first of these limits is the function g(~) in terms of equation (5). 
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Lawson and Uhlenbeck evaluate the integrals and obtain the solution: 
1 ~Nq'~N-~N 
R(q) - (N - 1)! \~]  ~ exp ( -Nq/2W).  
FULL-WAVE, SQUARE LAW DETECTOR 
Although it would appear that the integration over z could be removed 
immediately in (5) simply by replacing z by 2, such a practice is mis- 
leading. In illustration of this point, consider the determination of the 
density function of the simple equation arising in the problem of the 
full-wave, square law detector, i.e., of z = x% In this application, Eq. 
(3) becomes 
X W(~) = ~(x ~ - ~)W~(x) dz. 
In the form (5), g(z) becomes x -- ±V/z  and 
f~ dz w(~) = ~ ~(z -  ~)wl ( -~ j -~)  _2v / ;  
fo +~ dz + ~(z - ~)w~(+~/z) +2v/~;  
i.e., 
w(~) = wl(+v~i)  + wl ( -~J~)  ~ _> 0. (6) 
2v/~ ' - 
This solution is easily checked by the classical method. Had we simply 
inserted 2 for z without first carefully evaluating the integrals, the re- 
sultant uncertainty, as to which sign to select before the square root, 
easily could have led us to omit one of the two terms in the numerator 
of (6). 
SUPERPOSITION THEOREM 
As a final example of the use of the theorem, we shall employ the 
pair of transform equations (4), to prove the well known theorem that 
the characteristic function of the sum of a set of statistically independent 
stochastic variables is given by the product of their individual charac- 
teristic functions. 
In such a case z = ~i~1 xi and W,~ = II i~l Wl(xO. The characteristic 
function of z, F~(u), in terms of the second of equations (4) is given by 
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= ~I F~(u), Q.E.D. 
i=1 
(7) 
It  might be noted in passing that, if the variables are statistically de- 
pendent, the characteristic function of their sum is given by (7) with 
the product of Wl(x~.) replaced by the single joint-density function, 
Wn(X l  , ' ' '  , Xn) .  
In conclusion, a new statement of an alternate method of determining 
the probability-density function of a real function of a set of real ran- 
dora variables is given by the theorem represented by Eq. (2). This 
theorem introduces the formal concept of the expectation value of an 
impulse function of functional argument. It should be noted that the 
impulse-function operational-calculus formulation (3), and the formulas 
of the classical method are completely equivalent representations of the 
functional density function. The advantage of the former representation 
lies in its flexibility, conciseness of expression, and convenience in appli- 
cation. 
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